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VORONKEVIC, S. D., Cand Geol-Min Sci — "Investigation of the erosion capacity of basic types of rocks of the central Volga region in the sector extending from the village of Barmino (Gor'kovskaya Oblast) to the village of Gorodishche (Ulyanovskaya Oblast) in connection with the study of the revision of the banks of reservoirs." Mos, 1958. 15 pp (Min of Higher Education USSR, Mos Order of Lenin and Order of Labor Red Banner State Univ im M. V. Lomonosov, Geol Faculty, Chair of Ground Science and Engineering Geology), 110 copies.


KOMA DINKINA, G. N., Cand Geol-Min Sci — "Petrography of Upper Jurassic deposits in the eastern and central part of the North Caucasus and paleography of the time of their formation." Mos, 1958. 15 pp (Acad Sci USSR, Inst of Petroleum. Laboratory of Paleography im Prof V. P. Baturin), 120 copies.


KURLANGILYTOVA, Kh. M., Doc Biol Sci — "Plankton and benthos of Volga bottomland reservoirs flooded by the Kuybyshev reservoir within the boundaries of the TASSR." Mos, 1958. 27 pp (Min of Higher Education USSR, Mos Order of Lenin and Order of Labor Red Banner State Univ im M. V. Lomonosov), 100 copies.


KIRILLOV, V. P., Cand Biol Sci — "The fine-feeding silkworm - Dendrolimus pini L. - in the forest belts of Semipalatinskaya Oblast of the Kazakh SSR. (Biology and methods of control)." Alma-Ata, 1958. 18 pp (Min of Agriculture USSR, Kazakh State Agr Inst), 110 copies.


NIGMATULLIN, F. G., Cand Biol Sci — "Effect of conditions of development and fertilization upon the variability and inheritance of characteristics in soft and hard wheat." Len, 1958. 18 pp (All-Union Order of Lenin Acad Agr Sci im V. I. Lenin, All-Union Inst of Plant Cultivation), 100 copies.


BELYASHEVSKII, N. N., Doc Tech Sci — "Improved types of spillway dams formed by a stone apron and linking of the reservoirs behind them by surface regimes." Mos, 1958. 31 pp with ills (Min of Agriculture USSR, Mos Inst of Engineers of Water Resources im V. R. Vilyams), 100 copies.


Bibliography: pp 11-12 (25 titles).


VASIL'KOV, M. S., Cand Agr Sci — "Utilization of nutritive substances of rations by young work horses in winter and summer types of feeding." Mos, 1958. 16 pp (Min of Agriculture USSR, Mos Vet Acad), 140 copies.


DERGACHEV, K. V., Cand Agr Sci — "Pre-winter sowings of spring wheat under conditions of Krasnodar'skii Kray." Len, 1958. 19 pp (All-Union Order of Lenin Acad Agr Sci im V. I. Lenin, All-Union Inst of Plant Cultivation), 100 copies.


YEGOROV, L. I., Cand Agr Sci — "Water-physical properties of the principal soils and grounds of the Shirvan Steppes of the Kura-Araks lowlands in connection with their irrigation." Mos, 1958. 15 pp (Acad Sci USSR Soil Inst im V. V. Dokuchayev), 150 copies.


KOTLYAROVA, L. L., Cand Agr Sci — "Effectiveness of the cultivation of potatoes by the checkrow method as a function of the size of the square and the quantity of planted tubers." Omsk, 1958. 15 pp (Author's abstract submitted to Omsk Agr Inst in S. M. Kirov), 130 copies.


PLESHAKOV, V. N., Cand Agr Sci — "State and perspectives of the development of potato-growing under conditions of the northern part of the Volga-Aktyubinsk bottomlands (Stalingradskaya Oblast)." Kotel'nikovo, 1956. 16 pp (Min of Higher Education USSR, Stalingrad Agr Inst), 115 copies.


DANILENKO, Ye. T., Cand Med Sci — "Effect of insulin therapy upon the cortical dynamics of schizophrenia patients." Odessa, 1958, 14 pp (Vinnitsa State Med Inst), 200 copies.


ZAKUTNER, M. Ya., Cand Phys-Math Sci -- "Investigation of the texture of lamination and recrystallization in lightly alloyed dynamo iron (0.9% Si)." Sverdlovsk, 1958. 15 pp (Min of Higher Education USSR, Ural State Univ im A.M. Gor'kii), 120 copies.


KVASOV, D. D., Cand Geogr Sci -- "Flowoff in the forest zone of the European part of the USSR. Qualitative analysis of processes of flowoff formation according to data from observations of the slope flowoff of small currents of water." Len, 1958. 17 pp (Len Order of Lenin State Univ im A.A. Zhdanov), 100 copies.

NABIYEV, N. A., Cand Geogr Sci -- "Economico-geographical characteristics and prospects of development of the economy of western Azerbaydzhan (within the boundaries of Kazakhskiy, Akstafinskiy, Tauzskiy and Shamkhorskiy Rayons)." Baku, 1958. 24 pp (Min of Higher Education USSR, Azerbaydzhan State Univ im S.M. Kirov), 100 copies.

PAK: U DIN, Cand Geogr Sci -- "The left-bank region of the middle course of the Chirchik River of Tashkentskaya Oblast (Economico-geographical characteristics.)" Len, 1958. 21 pp (Len Order of Lenin State Univ im A.A. Zhdanov), 150 copies.


ALEKSIN, A. A., Cand Geol-Min Sci -- "Zone of aeration and processes taking place in it under conditions of the arid climate of northern Turkmenistan." Mos, 1958. 27 pp (Min of Higher Education USSR, Mos Order of Lenin State Univ im M.V. Lomonosov), 110 copies.


MARKHININ, Ye. K., Cand Geol-Min Sci -- "Volcanoes of Kunashir Island." Mos, 1958. 27 pp ( Acad Sci USSR, Laboratory of Volcanology), 150 copies.

FINNO, V. I., Cand Geol-Min Sci -- "Geological and petrographic characteristics and genesis of fire-resistant clays of the Zeysko-Bureinskaya depression." Mos, 1958. 15 pp (Inst of Geology of Ore Deposits, Petrography, Mineralogy and Geochemistry, Acad Sci USSR), 150 copies.

ANANYINA, V. M., Cand Biol Sci -- "Physiological peculiarities of potatoes under conditions of Murmanskaya Oblast in directed increase of their resistance to frost." Mos-Kirovsk, 1958. 16 pp (Min of Education RSFSR, Mos Oblast Pedagogical Inst im N.K. Krupskaya), 100 copies.


KOVAI, A., Cand Biol Sci -- "Vegetative cover of the central summer pastures of the Crimea and ways for their phytomelioration." Mos, 1958. 18 pp (Mos Order of Lenin and Order of Labor Red Banner State Univ im M.V. Lomonosov, Biol-Soil Faculty, Chair of Geobotany), 120 copies.


LOZINSKIY, V. A., Cand Biol Sci -- "Principal oak pests from the order Lepidoptera in the forests of the UkSSR and measures for their control." Kiev, 1958. 15 pp (Min of Agriculture UkSSR, Ukrainian Acad Agr Sci), 130 copies.


REYNOV, R., Cand Biol Sci -- "Field study of higher nervous activity of Citellus pygmaeus Pall. for the purpose of improvement of measures to control it." Len, 1958. 20 pp (All-Union Order of Lenin Acad Agr Sci im V. I. Lenin, All-Union Sci Res Inst of Protection of Plants), 100 copies.


FEDOROVA, N. A., Cand Biol Sci -- "Carbohydrate-phosphorus metabolism in the cardiac muscle under conditions of hypoxia and hypothermia." Len, 1958. 15 pp (Len Order of Lenin State Univ im A.A. Zhdanov), 100 copies.

CHOPIK, V. I., Cand Biol Sci -- "Flora and vegetation of the western part of the Ukrainian Carpathians and their significance for the national economy." Kiev, 1958. 16 pp (Acad Sci UkSSR, Inst of Botany), 100 copies.


KLIMOV, B. G., Cand Tech Sci -- "Study of strength of the cylindrical drums of mine hoisting machines." Mos, 1958. 16 pp (Min of Higher Education USSR, Mos Mining Inst im I. V. Stalin, Chair of Mining Mechanics), 120 copies.

KOLESNIKOV, V. I., Cand Tech Sci -- "On the problem of drainage undertakings for tea plantations on the Kolkhidskaya Plain." Tbilisi, 1958. 18 pp with diagrams (Min of Agriculture USSR, Georgian Order of Labor Red Banner Agr Inst), 100 copies.


NADENENKO, B. S., Cand Tech Sci -- "Employment of slotted oscillators as weakly-directed long-wave and medium-wave broadcasting antennas." Mos, Svyaz'izdat, 1958. 12 pp (Min of Communications USSR, Mos Electrical Engineering Inst of Communications), 125 copies.

PANICEV, A. D., Cand Tech Sci -- "Study of standards of the main parts of automobile hoods and their division according to the modulus of elasticity as well as other mechanical indexes." Yaroslavl', 1958. 21 pp with drawings (Min of Higher Education USSR, Yaroslavl' Technological Inst), 500 copies. Bibliography at end of text (13 titles).


DEM'IKHOVSKAYA, V. I., Cand Agr Sci -- "Study of the sorting of delinted cotton seeds for the purpose of freeing material from seeds affected with internal infection of gummosis." Len, 1958. 22 pp (All-Union Order of Lenin Acad Agr Sci im V. I. Lenin, All-Union Inst of Protection of Plants), 100 copies.


LAPSA, E. Ya., Cand Agr Sci -- "Content of mineral substances and vitamin C in common cabbage (Brassica oleracea capitata) in relation to growing conditions." Riga, 1958. 20 pp (Min of Agriculture USSR, Latvian Agr Acad), 150 copies.


STANTSYAVICHYUS, A. S., Cand Agr Sci -- "Vegetation of sowings in the Lithuanian SSR and its significance for the agronomical characteristics of soils and organization of weed control." Kaunas, 1958. 43 pp with diagrams (Min of Agriculture USSR, Lithuanian Agr Acad), 130 copies.


DERYABINA, V. M., Cand Med Sci -- "Effect of certain salinoalkaline waters of the Caucasian Mineral Waters health resorts upon the secretory function of the stomach (Experimental study.)" Mos, 1958. 12 pp (Min of Health RSFSR, Central Inst of Health Resort, 200 copies.


KANDELAKI, O. V., Cand Med Sci -- "Comparative evaluation of classical and cervical caesarean section (According to data from maternity homes of the city of Tbilisi for the period from March 1933 through April 1955)." Tbilisi, 1958. 16 pp (Tbilisi State Med Inst), 200 copies.


KRUCHININA, A. F., Cand Med Sci -- "Dynamics of intrathoracic tuberculosis in adult tubercular meningitis patients during the process of treatment and remote observation." Khar'kov, 1958. 14 pp (Khar'kov State Med Inst), 200 copies.


FSHENNIKOVA, M. G., Cand Biol Sci — "Functional changes of the neuromuscular apparatus under local nerve stimulation by X-rays." Mos, 1958. 19 pp (Mos Order of Lenin and Order of Labor Red Banner State Univ im M.V. Lomonosov, Biol-Soil Faculty, Chair of Biophysics), 110 copies.


TYURINA, Ye. V., Cand Biol Sci — "Biological principles of the cultivation of coriander and Moldavian dragonhead (Dracocephalum) under conditions of Novosibirskaya Oblast." Novo- sibirsk, 1958. 18 pp (Tomsk State Univ im V.V. Kuibyshev), 120 copies.


BOSIYO, V. G., Cand Tech Sci -- "Analysis of conditions for the transmission of control signals along the ATS-47 high frequency connecting line." Mos, 1958. 11 pp (Min of Communications USSR, Mos Electrical Engineering Inst of Communications), 130 copies.


GRANOVSKY, B. S., Cand Tech Sci -- "Selection of type and principles of design of sinking lifting devices" Mos, 1958. 14 pp (Min of Higher Education USSR, Mos Mining Inst im I.V. Stalin), 120 copies.


KEREBIN'SKI, Cheslav, Cand Tech Sci -- "Study of the nature of reactions leading to the formation of melanoidines with optimum organoleptic properties upon the heating of a mixture of sodium glutamate and glucose." Mos, 1958. 16 pp with ills. (Mos Order of Labor Red Banner Inst of National Economy im G.V. Plehanov), 100 copies.


MIKHAILOSKIY, V. V., Cand Tech Sci -- "Effect of packing upon the construction properties of earth fill in the erecting of hydraulic structures (Experimental studies)." Mos, 1958. 19 pp with drawings (Min of Agriculture USSR, Mos Inst of Engineers of Water Resources im V.R. Vil'yams), 120 copies.


CHELNOYOV, N. M., Cand Tech Sci -- "Development of apparatus and technological processes for the welding of copper and its alloys and the depositing of them on steel." Mos, 1958. 19 pp with drawings (Min of Higher Education USSR, Mos Order of Lenin and Order of Labor Red Banner Higher Tech School im Bauman), 100 copies.


ZAPUSKALOV, A. S., Cand Agr Sci -- "Obtaining of a crop of hay of perennial grasses during the year of sowing in the northern non-chernozem zone of the Tatarskaya ASSR." Agryz, 1957. 15 pp (Min of Agriculture USSR, Kazakh Vet Inst im N.E. Bauman), 130 copies.


ORLOVSKYIY, G. M., Cand Agr Sci -- "Mountain-forest soils of the basins of the Uda and Barguzin rivers of the BM ASSR and their afforestation properties." Bryansk, 1957. 19 pp (Inst of Forestry, Acad Sci USSR), 150 copies.


FILIPPOVA, A. L., Cand Agr Sci -- "Directional growing of the crop of table variety grapes." Odessa, 1958. 15 pp (Min of Agriculture USSR, Odessa Agr Inst), 100 copies.


SHTERNBERG, M. I., Cand Med Sci -- "Experience of work on the organization of obstetric and gynecological aid in rural areas. (According to data of Strashenskiy Rayon of the MSSR.)" Kishinev, 1958. 20 pp (Min of Health SSR, Kishinev State Med Inst), 300 copies.


BOZHEK, Khenryk, Cand Phys-Math Sci -- "Study of the electric field of a dipole over structures with non-horizontal separation boundaries (with the aid of models)." Len, 1958. 15 pp (Len Order of Lenin State Univ im A.A. Zhdanov), 125 copies.


GURZHI, R. N., Cand Phys-Math Sci -- "Quantum theory of absorption of electromagnetic waves in metals in the infrared range of the spectrum." Khar'kov, 1958. 8 pp (Min of Higher Education UkSSR, Khar'kov Order of Labor Red Banner State Univ im A.M. Gor'kiy), 100 copies.


SAVEL'YEV, S. I., Cand Phys-Math Sci --- "Surfaces with plane generatrices along which the tangent plane is continuous." Mos, 1958, 6 pp (Mos State Univ, Mechan-Math Faculty).


DAVYDOVA, V. P., Cand Chem Sci -- "Acetoxylanes RnSi(OOCCH₃)₄-n(n=0-3) and their interaction with hydroxyl-containing organic compounds." Len, 1958. 14 pp (Len Order of Lenin State Univ im A.A. Zhdanov), 100 copies.


RÜBLEVA, V. V., Cand Chem Sci -- "Physicochemical analysis of saline equilibria in infusions of fluorides, sulfates, and carbonates of sodium and potassium." Rostov-on-Don, 1958. 16 pp with drawings (Rostov-on-Don State Univ, Chair of General and Inorganic Chemistry), 130 copies.

SIMANAVICHUS, L. E., Cand Chem Sci -- "Thermodynamic study of the triphase equilibrium -- solid phase, solution, vapor -- in the CaCl₂·CH₃OH·H₂O system." Len, 1958. 10 pp with drawings (Len Order of Lenin State Univ im A.A. Zhdanov), 100 copies.


SUSLOVA, S. N., Cand Geol-Min Sci -- "Crystalline schists of the Western Keryvy (On the Kola Peninsula)." Len, 1958. 21 pp (Len Order of Lenin State Univ im A.A. Zhdanov), 100 copies.


LUK'YANOVA, M. V., Cand Biol Sci -- "Agrobiological study of the collection of oats and barley for the purpose of their use as a green fodder." Len, 1958. 16 pp (All-Union Order of Lenin Acad of Agr Sci V. I. Lenin, All-Union Inst of Plant Cultivation), 100 copies.


SEMIUKHINA, A. F., Cand Biol Sci -- "Bioelectrical activity of the cerebral cortex and subcortical formations during epileptiform convulsive seizure and in experimental motor neurosis." Mos, 1958. 11 pp (Mos State Univ im M. V. Lomonosov, Biol-Soil Faculty), 110 copies.


VENDRIKH, M. S., Cand Tech Sci -- "Effect of scattering of data on heat capacities upon the constant of equilibrium and determination of the heat capacities of the borides of certain metals." Mos, 1958. 22 pp (Min of Higher Education USSR, Mos Inst of Non-Ferrous Metals and Gold im M.I. Kalinin), 110 copies.

GLINKOV, G. M., Cand Tech Sci -- "Heat absorption of the open-hearth bath as a basis for regulation of heat working." Mos, 1958. 15 pp (Min of Higher Education USSR, Mos Order of Labor Red Banner Inst of Steel im I.V. Stalin, Chair of Metallurgy of Steel), 120 copies.

DAVYDOVA, N. I., Cand Tech Sci -- "Determination of the most favorable procedures of the longitudinal sawing of pine wood on round-sawing machines and introduction of high-speed sawing in enterprises of the Belorussian SSR." Minsk, 1958. 15 pp (Min of Higher Education, Belorussian Forestry Engineering Inst im S.M. Kirov), 100 copies.


POSTNIKOV, N. M., Cand Tech Sci -- "Study of extracting and scooping-out devices of the SKG-4 potato planter." Len 1957. 23 pp (Min of Agriculture USSR), 130 copies.

RUBINSHTAYN, I. M., Cand Tech Sci -- "Design of filters according to given characteristics of operating attenuation and phase." Len, 1958. 16 pp (Min of Railways USSR, Len Order of Lenin Inst of Engineers of Railroad Transport im Academician V. N. Obraztsov), 100 copies.


STRAKHOV, K. I., Cand Tech Sci -- "Study of the problem of the leading of main automobile arteries into large cities of the USSR." Mos, 1958. 10 pp (Acad of Public Services im K. D. Pamfilov), 100 copies.

UGREKHELIDZE, Sh. V., Cand Tech Sci -- "Siltion of canals of the principal irrigation systems of Georgia and means of controlling it." Tbilisi, 1958. 23 pp with graphs (Georgian Order of Labor Red Banner Agr Inst), 100 copies.

POMINYKH, A. M., Cand Tech Sci -- "Washing of contact illuminators and certain problems connected with their work." Novosibirsk, 1958. 19 pp (Min of Higher Education USSR, Novosibirsk Engineering-Construction Inst im V. V. Kuybyshev), 110 copies.


VOINOV, M. I., Cand Agr Sci -- "Comparative evaluation of inter-variety and intra-variety free repollinaton of "Vyatka" rye as methods for obtaining improved stock seeds." Mos, 1958. 16 pp (Mos Order of Lenin Agr Acad im K.A. Timiryazev), 110 copies.


BULYCHEVA, V. K., Cand Med Sci -- "Work of the First Aid Station of the City of Moscow for the care of stenocardia and myocardial infarct patients." Mos, 1958. 18 incl cover (Min of Health USSR, Central Inst for Advanced Training of Physicians), 200 copies.


DIORDITSA, A. G., Cand Med Sci -- "Electrocardiographic changes in women at the end of pregnancy and during and after parturition." Kishinev, 1958. 16 pp (Kishinev State Med Inst, Chair of Facultative Therapy), 200 copies.


KALUGINA, N. M., Cand Med Sci -- "Pneumonia in stillborn and newborn infants during the first five days of life." Kazan', 1958. 14 pp incl cover (Kazan' State Med Inst), 200 copies.


MAKSIMOVA, T. K., Cand Med Sci -- "On the problem of endocarditis and cardiac defects involving the valves of the right-hand portion of the heart." Voronezh, 1958. 16 pp (Voronezh State Med Inst), 200 copies.

MALAYAN, S. V., Cand Med Sci -- "New tables with optotypes and figure representations for studying the visual acuity of adults and children (Armenian characters, figure representations) and their use in the clinic." Yerevan, 1957. 24 pp with ills. (Yerevan State Med Inst, Clinic of Eye Diseases), 200 copies.

MUSAPINOVA, N. A., Cand Med Sci -- "Experience in the organization of gynecological prophylactic examinations on pastoral animal husbandry plots and analysis of causes of tardy admittance of gynecological patients to the republic oncological dispensary." Alma-Ata, 1958. 8 pp (Kazakh State Med Inst), 500 copies.
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